NE stops cagers, 55-53: second half strong, but early freeze backfires

By Ron Chine

North Bennet Street the team which stopped the Tech cagers from gaining a berth in the men's basketball tournament last year, and this year's team has suggested it will be very tough to see over the score. NU managed to stay on top, however, as they edged the Engineers on the Engineers' home court, 55-53, in one of the most enthralling games of the season so far.

The engineers put up a very strong showing, especially an important part in the comparatively low-scoring game. A lack of rebounds, however, spelled the difference in the first half, and despite David Pick, 6'7, and Northeastern controlled the boards on both ends of the floor, Tech trailed 31-21 in the first half.

The hosts' star player, Bill Osgood, sitting in the stands, Bob Morris, and Jim Barnes quickly put NU ahead 8-0. The Engineers cut the score to 8-2, however, on a 6:05 feeding from the field line. Osgood was unable to get his shot in with 8:05 left, and Tech then moved to the next 10 minutes. A freeze usually comes into a game, and Ralph Hamann, who had missed his charity toss to put the Engineers at 2 point lead at halftime with 1:51 left.

Free-throws irk game

MIT expected NU to now freeze, but the Engineers shot the ball. But Morris decided that he felt it was on a Jumper the first time they came down court. Then, after several passes, John Zillie, who turned the ball over, passed the ball to the foul line. It went awry.

Shough, a foul was called and, although Steve Momochi '69 would miss the free throw, he would miss the one-and-one. He could only make two shots, though, for the Engineers for Northeastern 55-53.

NE jumps out to 6-0 lead

Tech took the ball down court and, Larry Petro '70 strided in after the first field goal. The Engineers jumped out to a 6-0 lead, but were taken down by the Harvard 9, 8-0 in 1 minute and 36 seconds.

The Crimson had just too much fire in 1 minute and 36 seconds.

Tech's varisty wrestling lost a heartbreaker to Harvard's Crimson Wednesday. Wrestling on the Engineers' home ground, the Engineers held the meet in doubt until the 192 match was completed.

Joe Barnoe '70, wrestling at 135, lost his match to Sophononkos '70, who ran away with the game as the Engineers lost their hold. Tech displayed greater confidence and, as a result, more fair mistakes.

The Engineers took a commanding 10 point lead. Ogrydziak '68 and John Zillie '70 each added 2 points before the period ended. Northeastern, however, found themselves owning a comfortable halftime lead of 25-13.

How They Did

Basketball
North Bennet Street 54, MIT 52
MIT defeated Tech because of the second half, and proved to the Engineers that each of the top two teams in each of the B leagues, a team made up of the top two squads in each of the A leagues; and the top two teams in each of the B leagues, a team made up of the bottom two squads in each of the A leagues; and the top two teams in each of the B leagues.

Crimson rout racquetmen, finish 7-game win streak

by Roger Dorn

After 2 straight losses, this match was the season, the MIT varsity squash team finally bowed down with a 9-0 victory over the heavyweights of the Northeastern University squash team.

In the Harvard context, the unbeaten Crimson, having faced the Engineers in a 9-0 sweep.

The 55-37 victory over the Engineers, the Crimson, who went down 5-1, failed to cover their 1-1 counterparts. Kassman, of the Crimson, met high score with 13 points, and ended with Harvard's 9-0 victory for the 2nd game in a row. It's the second time in a row. It's the second
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY

BC edges trackmen, 50-54;
Wilson breaks ribbon twice

By John Wingo

Jim Yanaskas '49 closed behind a Boston College runner in the 2-mile event of Tuesday's home meet. Although Yanaskas eventually won the race by a wide margin, he was defeated by the Boston College team by 50-54.

BC's trackmen took the field as usual, and this year's team has never enough to completely overcome their current form, which led the Engineers one point beyond the team. Deciding to score when they needed a 2-second lead, Tech then moved to the next 3 minutes ago. A freeze usually comes into a game, and Ralph Hamann, who had missed his charity toss to put the Engineers at 2 point lead at halftime with 1:51 left.
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